Dynamic neural processing unrelated to changes in sensory input or motor output is likely to be a hallmark of cognitive operations. Here we show that neural representations of space in parietal cortex are dynamic while monkeys perform a spatial cognitive operation on a static visual stimulus. We recorded neural activity in area 7a during a visual maze task in which monkeys mentally followed a path without moving their eyes. We found that the direction of the followed path could be recovered from neuronal population activity. When the monkeys covertly processed a path that turned, the population representation of path direction shifted in the direction of the turn. This neural population dynamic took place during a period of unchanging visual input and showed characteristics of both serial and parallel processing. The data suggest that the dynamic evolution of parietal neuronal activity is associated with the progression of spatial cognitive operations.
Introduction
Cognitive processing is likely to involve a progression of activity states in cortical networks that can be decoupled from sensory or motor processing. Our objective in this study was to determine whether changes in neural representations of space in parietal cortex could be related to a specific spatial cognitive operation as it unfolded in time. For this purpose, we developed a visual maze task. In this task, subjects had to follow a path through a visual maze stimulus to find the path's endpoint. This task recruits a covert spatial cognitive process that operates on the path that is followed. The length of time required by a subject to process a path is a linear function of its length and the number of turns it contains, whether eye movements are allowed to track the path (Crowe et al., 2000) or not (Chafee et al., 2002) . Processing time therefore bears a parametric *Correspondence: omega@umn.edu relation to the path being analyzed in the absence of movement-evidence that this cognitive process is dynamic and can be decoupled from saccade planning and execution. In this way, spatial processing in maze solving appears similar to that recruited in covert curve tracing as studied in other behavioral paradigms (Houtkamp ). In the maze task, the dependency of the processing time on path parameters provided a means to recruit and control a dynamic spatial cognitive operation with a temporal evolution we could then relate to changes in neural population activity in the posterior parietal cortex.
We reported previously that neural activity in area 7a of monkeys is systematically tuned to the direction of the path covertly followed through the maze (Crowe et al., 2004 ). This spatial tuning was not correlated with either the visual receptive field location in area 7a or the direction of planned but unexecuted saccades. Also, path tuning was not present while physically identical mazes were attended to without being solved. If path tuning is a correlate of a spatial cognitive process that works to track a path through the maze, then the direction coded by the population of parietal neurons should change if the path that is mentally followed turns, even without any physical change in the visual stimulus or any change in motor output. We provide evidence of this in the present report. As monkeys mentally tracked a path that contained an orthogonal turn (Figure 1 , one-turn mazes), we found that the direction coded by a population of posterior parietal neurons shifted in the direction of that turn. The neural mechanism of this shift in the population signal exhibited aspects of both serial and parallel processing. Evidence for a serial component of the process was provided by the fact that the neural representation changed progressively to reflect parts of the path farther from the start point as the cognitive process progressed in time. A parallel component of the process was indicated by the fact that later in the processing time, multiple parts of the path were represented by the concurrent activation of neurons with different directional preferences.
Results

Neural Database
The analyses presented in this report are based on data from 280 neurons whose activity was significantly tuned to path direction, which are part of a database that has been described previously (Crowe et al., 2004 ). An example of the activity of a single neuron tuned for path direction during the maze task is shown (Figure 2 ). This neuronal sample was obtained from area 7a in the posterior parietal cortex.
Population Vector Encoding of Path Direction
We performed a series of population vector analyses. First, we analyzed mazes with straight main paths All maze stimuli were centered on the fixation dot, which appeared always at the center of the display. Each maze contained a "start box" (square region at the center of the maze surrounding the fixation dot), and a "main path," which was the single maze path that was continuous with the start box. Maze stimuli were of two types, exit or no-exit (top and bottom rows, respectively), with main paths containing zero turns or one turn (left and right columns, respectively). Exit mazes were those in which the main path led continuously from the start box to an exit in the maze perimeter. No-exit mazes were those in which the main path led to a blind ending.
(zero-turn mazes; Figure 1 ), using the average cell discharge rate during the delay period. This analysis revealed that the direction of the population vector was very close to the direction of the maze path. The mean ± SEM signed difference between the two directions was 0.2 ± 1.9 deg (N = 8 directions) and the absolute difference was 11.5 ± 4.5 deg. In addition, the direction of the time-varying population vector, calculated every 10 ms, also pointed in the direction of the path (Figure 3 ). Figure 4C .
Sequential Activation of Populations with Different Preferred Directions
Shift of the Neural Population Vector Tracking a Path with an Orthogonal Turn
We performed the time-based population vector analysis described above on data acquired during the solution of one-turn mazes. the turn throughout the delay period (2000-2500 ms). The length of the population vector peaked at about 300 ms and then fell to approximately half of its peak value at about 800 ms, where it remained for the duration of the delay period.
Discussion
Cognitive operations are dynamic and can unfold in time in a manner that is decoupled from concurrent sensory or motor output. Neural correlates of cognitive operations should exhibit these same characteristics. The link between neural and spatial cognitive processing in the temporal domain has been studied in the context of movement planning in both the motor (Georgopoulos et al., 1989) and prefrontal (Takeda and Funahashi, 2004) cortices. Studies of this relationship may ultimately provide a neural account for the temporally dynamic aspect of cognitive function. We studied the dynamics of neural population activity in posterior parietal cortex as a specific spatial cognitive operation was underway. We provide evidence that neural representations of space in posterior parietal cortex evolve during this time interval and that the nature of this evolution is logically related to the cognitive operation being performed.
Dynamics of the Population Vector
In prior neurophysiological experiments, we found that single neurons in area 7a were systematically tuned to the direction of a maze path being covertly followed (Crowe et al., 2004 ). This tuning did not reflect a known sensorimotor property of posterior parietal neurons because preferred directions were not related to the locations of visual receptive or saccadic movement fields. In that study, we found that path tuning was not evident when a naive monkey attended to the same visual maze stimuli without solving them. These behavioral and neurophysiological data led to the following prediction: If a subject used a dynamic cognitive operation to process the maze by following the path through it, and if this cognitive process were reflected in the temporal evolution of activity in spatially tuned parietal neurons, then the spatial coordinate represented by population activity should shift when the subject (monkey) mentally processed a path that turned. We tested that prediction in the present report and describe a dynamic change in neural population activity that took place while the monkey processed a path that turned through the maze. We found that the direction represented by neural population activity rotated in the direction of that turn during the processing time ( Figure 5 ). During this process, population activity changed in a manner consistent with a model in which the neural population first represented the portion of the path nearest to the fixation target, and then, as time progressed, evolved to include representation of the second segment. The progressive center-outward process (see also Figure 3 for straight paths) suggested by this neural dynamic is consistent with prior behavioral data in humans (Crowe et al., 2000) . The observation that population activity coding space is dynamic while the spatial attributes of sensory input and motor output are held constant is consistent with the hypothesis that activity reflects the progression of a cognitive process recruited to analyze the maze.
Mechanism of Vector Rotation
We found that the spatial cognitive process represented by these features of dynamic neural activity exhibited both serial and parallel characteristics. The ro- tation in the population vector was mediated by the staggered recruitment of neurons with different preferred directions and by changes in their relative levels of activity as processing progressed (Figure 4) . The dynamic nature of this neural representation was consistent with a serial process in which the path section closest to the fixation target dominated the spatial representation early in the process, whereas the path section that was farther away exerted an increasing influence on processing as time progressed. This progression is in some way consistent with spotlight or Neural data were recorded during two sets of trials. In the first set, all mazes contained main paths that were straight. This set consisted of 160 trials, equally divided between exit and no-exit mazes (80 trials of each type) and also between the eight possible path directions (20 trials of each direction, half using exit and the other half, no-exit mazes). The directions of straight main paths were separated by 45 degrees. Monkeys were required to successfully solve each maze in the set (mazes for which the monkeys responded incorrectly were repeated later in the set). In the second set, all mazes contained main paths that included a single turn. In this case, the initial section of the main path (connected to the start box) was oriented in one of the four cardinal directions, and the main path could turn either to the left or the right relative to the initial segment. This produced eight types of one-turn mazes. There were 20 repetitions of each of these types (160 trials total), equally divided between exit and no-exit mazes. New sets of zeroand one-turn mazes were randomly generated before each day of neural recording.
Neural and Behavioral Data Acquisition
The electrical signals of neural impulse activity were recorded extracellularly using seven independently driven microelectrodes in one monkey and sixteen microelectrodes in the other (Mountcastle et al., 1991) (Thomas Recording, Marburg, Germany). These signals were discriminated into the action potentials of single units. We recorded all cells encountered and analyzed all cells with spontaneous activity without any preselection. Titanium recording chambers (7 mm i.d.) were placed on the skull overlying area 7a in the left cerebral hemisphere, using stereotaxic information from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data obtained in a clinical GE 1.5T magnet before surgery. Recording locations were verified by MRI after chamber implantation. Additionally, recording locations based on MRI were confirmed after the monkeys were sacrificed and the brains removed. All surgical procedures were done aseptically under isoflurane (2%) gas anesthesia.
Analyses
Population Vector Analysis
The neuronal population vector (Georgopoulos et al., 1983) was calculated as follows. First, the preferred direction of each cell was calculated using its discharge rate during the delay period following maze onset on trials with straight main paths (Crowe et al., 2004) . Second, the population vector for the delay period was
where P j is the population vector for the j th path direction, N is the number of cells included in the analysis, C i is the preferred direction of the i th cell, and w ij is a weighting function:
where d ij is the average delay period firing rate of cell i on direction j, and
where M = 8 path directions. The time-varying population vector (every 10 ms) was calculated using the same formulas but applied to time bin k:
